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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) is an important materials preparation tech-

nique in the solid state microelectronics industry. CVD is a process whereby gas phase

molecules react to produce a solid material, usually on the surface of a substrate. The

deposited solid can be amorphous, polycrystalline, epitaxial, etc. depending on the

operating conditions of the CVD reactor.

Plasma enhanced CVD (PECVD) was developed to meet the needs of the mi-

croelectronics industry. It is an important commercial technique for depositing thin

insulating films of Si3N4 and SiO2. Si3N4 is used as a passivation layer in integrated

circuit chips to prevent corrosion of the chips. Thermally driven CVD of Si3N4

at 900°C destroys A1 metallization layers; however Si_NyH.. can be deposited by

P ECVD at 300°C. Research on P ECVD of diamond thin films is also gaining mo-

mentum. In comparison to the rapid advances in developing Si PECVD processes,

research on the deposition of refractory metal oxides has been limited.

PECVD uses a plasma discharge to deposit materials. In this process, gases

or vapors that normally do not react or decompose at the applied temperature are

introduced at low pressures (0.1 - 1 torr) into a reactor, where an electric discharge

is present. The ionization process in a discharge sustains ions and electrons. The

discharge may be used in different ways. The ions formed are accelerated onto a
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target in sputter deposition. The ion impact is used in plasma etching and plasma

deposition [1]. Both processes rely on the dissociation of stable gas molecules into

chemically active species. In case of plasma etching, the active species react with the

substrate to etch, whereas the active species may react on the substrate to form a

desired product in plasma deposition. The glow discharges are complex environments

and the substrate is exposed to fluxes of different particles: ions, electrons, photons,

and neutrals. The discharge in PECVD can also control the growth kinetics and

improve the microstructure of the deposited material.

A major advantage of PECVD is the use of a plasma discharge to deposit thin

films at low substrate temperatures. The addition of electrical energy to a CVD

process reduced the deposition temperature by providing an alternative path for the

reaction. The activation energy of a plasma-enhanced reaction is usually less than

that for the thermally driven reaction for the same reason. The plasma discharge

could be generated by RF fields, microwave radiation, or electron cyclotron resonance.

RF discharge is the most widely used form in commercial reactors. The reactors

differ in the method of applying the excitation: "inductive coupling'" or "capacitive

discharge." The direction of the gas flow with respect to the substrat.e could be

different in the reactors: "horizontal" or "vertical."

Thin fihns of ZrO2 have a wide range of applications, among them: as antireflec-

tion coatings for solar cells, insulators for rnicroelectronic devices, barrier layers and

substrate materials for high To- superconductor. ZrO2 is also generating considerable

interest as a catalyst support. Dense, stabilized ZrO2 membranes have been used in

catalytic membrane reactors for various reactions. The kinetic study of oxidation of

propylene oxide, propylene, ethylene, ethylene oxide on polycrystalline Ag films sup-



ported on 8mo1% Y2Oa stabilized ZrO2 have been reported [2, 3, 4, 5]. The catalytic

activity of hydrogen oxidation on polycrystalline Ni films supported on 8 mol%Y2Oa

stabilized ZrO2 has been reported [6, 7]. Stabilized ZrO2 fihns are used in 02 sensors

and also as electrolytes in solid oxide fuel cells [8, 9].

Thin films of ZrO2 and stabilized ZrO2 have been fabricated by sol-gel processing,

plasma spraying, ion beam deposition, R F-sputtering, reactive sputtering, CVD, and

electrochemical vapor deposition (EVD). This research attempts to establish plasma

CVD as a materiMs preparation technique for producing ZrO2 thin films using tetrakis

(2,2,6,6-tetramethyl 3,5-heptanedionato) zirconium as a precursor. The goal is to

deposit pure, dense, single phase (monoclinic) ZrO2 films. This research involves a

systematic study of the ZrO2 plasma deposition process and characterization of the

films produced.

Chapter 2 is a literature review on chemistry of ZrO2, CVD, plasma, bulk ZrO2

synthesis, CVD and P ECVD of ZrO= fihns, and/3-diketonates. Chapter 3 outlines

the research objective, the deposition equipment and deposition procedure. Chapter

4 on ZrO2 thin film depositions and characterizations is written in a manuscript

form to facilitate publication of results. Chapter 5 analyzes the influence of process

conditions on the deposition rate and film orientation by means of classical and

statistical designs. Chapter 6 is a report on the attempt to model PECVD by means

of kinetic analysis.



CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW

Chemistry of ZrO2

Pure ZrO2 undergoes three polymorphic changes at atmospheric pressure as seen

in the Zr-O phase diagram [12] (Fig 2.1).

monoclinic 117otetragonal 2_o cubic _o liquid(2.1)

The cubic (7) phase has a fluorite-type crystal structure with each Zr atom

coordinated by 8 equidistant O atoms and each 0 atom tetrahedrally coordinated

by 4 Zr atoms. The tetragonal (fl) structure has a Zr atom surrounded by eight O

atoms. The brittle monoclinic (a) phase has a Zr atom in seven fold coordination

with a range of bond angles and bond lengths. The structure of the three polymorphs

is shown in Fig 2.2 [10]. Additions of di- or trivalent oxides of cubic symmetry form

solid solutions which stabilize ZrO2 in the cubic or metastable tetragonal phase.

Oxides added to stabilize ZrO2 result in distorted fluorite crystal structure with anion

vacancies. The cubic phase extends over a wide range of dopant concentration with

a large concentration of oxygen ion vacancies which exhibit high ionic conductivity.

The phase stability of a polymorph is determined by either thermodynamics or

kinetics [11]. The thermodynamic conditions (temperature, pressure, and dopant

concentration in the case of stabilized zirconias) determine the stable phase based
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on the difference in free energy as depicted in a phase diagram. The kinetics may

favor a thermodynamically unstable phase, if the activation energy plays a more

important role than the energy difference between the two phases. The unstable

phase is retained as a metastable phase if sufficient activation energy is not provided.
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Figure 2.1: Zr- 0 phase diagram

ZrO_ has catalytic applications, primarily as a catalyst support. CuO/ZrO2

catalysts were found to be more active and selective for methanol synthesis and

dehydrogenation of methanol to methylformate than Cu catalysts supported on ZnO,

A1203, SiO2, Ti,.03 [13,14]. A high _,ctivity for the reduction of NO by CO over

La2CuO4/ZrO2 was observed [15]. Dense ZrO2 membranes are selectively permeable

to 02. ZrO2 has been used for direct thermal decomposition of CO2 [16] and H_O

[17] and in steam reforming and shift reaction [18].



Figure 2.2: Structure of the Zr02 polymorphs: a) Cubic b) Tetragonal and c) Mon-
oclinic phases

Chemical Vapor Deposition

CVD is the deposition of a compound from gas phase reactants onto a substrate.

Advances in CVD technology are due to its close association with the solid state

microelectronics industry: a large number of industrially important thin films are de-

posited by this technique. CVD thin films should have reproducible and controllable

properties to meet the stringent requirements of the microelectronics industry. The

requirements to be met include purity, composition, uniform thickness, microstruc-

ture, and surface morphology [22].

The CVD process occurs in the following sequence as in Fig 2.3 [23]:



a) Mass transport of reactants to the boundary layer surrounding the substrate

b) Mass transport of precursors across the boundary layer to the substrate surface

c) Adsorption of precursors on the substrate surface

d) Surface reactions

e) Surface diffusion, nucleation and film growth

f) Desorption of by-products

g) Mass transport of by-products across the boundary layer to the bulk gas mixture

h) Mass transport of by-products away from the boundary layer.

There are 4 categories of control encountered in a CVD process, namely ther-

modynamic control, surface kinetics control, mass transport control, and nucleation

control [5,5]. The control regions are identified in Fig 2.4 in the schematic Arrhenius

plots [23].

A CVD process under normal process conditions has surface kinetics control and

mass transport control as the important rate-limiting steps. The sequence of steps

(c) to (f) is responsible for surface kinetics control, while (b) and (g) are responsible

for mass transport control. The uniform thickness on substrates with complicated

shapes is controlled using surface kinetics conditions. The diffusion rate of species in

the vapor increases with a decrease in total pressure making surface kinetics control

dominant [2.5, 26]. Kinetics control has been exploited to coat the internal surfaces

of a porous carbon fiber yarn. The substrate to be coated should be homogeneous

to get uniform thickness. Sticking coefficients are dependent on the substrate. The

difference in sticking coefficient for a non-homogeneous substrate can result in non-

uniform coatings. The effect of substrate temperature on GaAs deposition rate was

reported. An Arrhenius plot showed that the GaAs deposition rate was kineticaJly



Substrate Boundary Bulk gas

layer mixture

Figure 2.3: Sequences in a CVD process

limited in the range 7250 to 800°C [24]. The maximum deposition rate is achieved

for mass transport control conditions. The maximum attainable deposition rate can

be formulated by either a film or a boundary layer model.

Plasmas

A plasma is a partially ionized gas which consists of the same number of positive

and negative charges and mostly neutral molecules as in Fig 2.5 1271. This state
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Figure 2.4' Schematic Arrhenius plots for (a) endothermic and (b) exothermic pro-
cess

of matter can be produced by either very high temperature or strong electric or

magnetic fields. The plasmas may or may not be in equilibrium. The equilibrium

plasma is characterized by high gas temperatures and approximately equal electron

temperatures. The non-equilibrium plasma has a low gas temperature but a very

high electron temperature.

The glow discharge formed at low pressures (50 - 1000 mtorr) using electric

fields is used for most deposition processes. The plasma in a glow discharge has

an average electron energy of 1 - 10 eV and electron densities of 109 - 1012 cm -a.

The main mechanisms in a plasma are excitation and relaxation, and ionization and

recombination. The recombination process must be balanced by an ionization process

to maintain a steady state of electron and ion densities. The glow discharge plasma

is in thermal non-equilibrium with an electron temperature to gas tempe:vature ratio
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Figure 2.5: Plasma

in the range 10 - 10_ [27].

The use of electric fields to create a gaseous discharge for plasma deposition is

the most popular technique; microwave fields and electron cyclotron sources are in

the laboratory stage. In a plasma discharge, free electrons gain energy from applied

electric fields. The energy gained by the electrons is lost through collisions with neu-

tral molecules. The neutrals dissociate into meta-stables, atoms, free radicals, and

ions. The plasma plays an active role in the deposition process. The dissociates are

chemically active and serve as precursors, providing an alternative path for chemi-

cal reactions. The alternative path provided in a plasma enhanced reaction has an

activation energy that is typically less than that for the thermally driven reaction
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as shown in Fig 2.6 [28]. The plasma provides the necessary activation energy by

exciting the deposition species to enhance the rate of deposition of films with desired

properties. The plasma modifies the growth kinetics and hence the structure and

morphology of the film [1].

A E

B"

+

Figure 2.6: Activation energy diagram for a thermally driven and plasma enhanced
reaction

Plasma Enhanced CVD

An important factor in this process is the substitution of electron kinetic energy

for thermal energy needed to activate the reaction. Plasma deposition involves a

complex interaction of processing parameters as seen in Fig 2.7 [30, 29]. The film de-

position rate and morphology depend on the basic plasma parameters (like electron

density, electron energy distribution, gas density, residence time for gas in plasma

space) and plasma - surface interaction (influenced by the temperature, applied po-

tential, nature and geometry of the surface). The basic plasma parameters are influ-

enced by the nature of the discharge gas. excitation power and frequency, gas flow
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rate, reactor geometry, and pumping speed. In general, the "optimal" parameters

can be obtained only after many experimental trials.

The deposition sequence is similar to the thermal CVD process. The reactants

in a PECVD process are the radicals formed by the ionization of neutrals. A mecha-

nistic description of plasma film deposition would involve electron impact and ioniza-

tion rates of reactants, surface recombination rates, rates of production of ionic and

molecular species in the discharge, and neutral - neutral reaction rates and their tem-

perature dependence both in the discharge and on the surface. The plasma deposition

is influenced by a modification in the deposition energy due to ion bomardnlent. The

dependence of film nlorphology and nlicrostructure on temperature is significantly

reduced in plasma deposition by ion bombardment [32]. The depositing material in

a low energy deposition process has little energy for surface mobility and results in a

low film density and poor adhesion. The surface temperature can affect surface mo-

bility. The increased energy of the depositing material in plasma deposition results

in denser films [31]. A very high ion bombardment energy is used to enhance plasma

etching.

The Reinberg radial flow reactor was the first patented batch - processing com-

mercial plasma deposition reactor. It consists of a circular substrate holder positioned

in a vertical cylindrical vessel where the reactants are introduced around the circum-

ference and exhausted at the center. The substrates are heated on the lower electrode

and immersed in a RF glow discharge [33].

The gaseous discharge can be brought about by direct-current, low- frequency or

high-frequency potentials. A variable high voltage load applied across two electrodes

is used in case of DC and low-frequency discharges. The need for electrodes is obviated
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in a RF discharge. The energy is transferred to the system by either inductive or

capacitive coupling. There are different types of reactors used in plasma deposition.

The reactors differ primarily in the chamber design [32, 33] (Fig 2.8). The method of

applying excitation is different in (a) inductive coupling and (b) capacitive discharge,

the gas flow direction is different in (c) and (d).

Figure 2.8: Different types of reactors
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Bulk ZrO2 Synthesis

The vapor phase reaction of Zr('14 - 02 at temperatures of ll00°C to 12500( '

to obtain ZrO2 powders has been investigated. The particle size, shape and crystal

structure was determined as a function of reaction temperature and gas compositioTt

!34]. Both 3 and ct-ZrO2 were formed. The 3 phase content in all the products under

various conditions fell sharply from 80% to 10% for particle sizes > 400_t. The surface

energy effect was responsible for formation of metastable /3 phase. The controlled

hydrolysis of zirconium alkoxide at ll60°C was used to obtain monodisperse ZrO2

powders with an average diameter of 2000_t [3,5]. The controlled conditions influenced

the properties of the powder such as average particle size, size distribution, shape,

and state of agglomeration.

CVD of ZrO2 Films

ZrO2 thin films were deposited using a variety of techniques. In comparison with

most thin film preparation methods, CVD has a number of unique advantages such

as versatility, adaptability, compatibility, quality, simplicity, reproducibility, produc-

tivity and low cost.

('VD of ZrO2 thin films has been investigated involving the oxidation and hydrol-

ysis of ZrC14. The deposition temperature was identified as the significant process

parameter. In LP('VD, the deposition rate passed through a maximum at 950°C

for a cold wall reactor. These deposits had columnar structures with low porosity.

The depositions between 700 ° and 9000( ', had an activation energy of 33 kcal/mol,

which indicated a kinetic control regime [36]. Oxidation of Zr(',14 at atmospheric
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pressure gave highly oriented a-ZrO2 in the (i11) plane with a columnar structure,

for depositions at ll00°C onquartz glass plates [37].

A thermodynamic analysis of the hydrolysis of ZrC14 as a function of inlet gas

composition, total pressure, and temperature has been reported for the ZrC14 - CO2

H2 - Ar system [38]. The study indicated that a 100 % yield is obtained if water

is present at equilibrium and the initial amount of ZrC14 is low. Two experimental

analyses of the system gave an activation energy of 100 Kcal/mol for depositions

between 800 ° and 1000°C [39] and 86 Kcal/mol for depositions between 850° and

900°C [36]. This activation energy was compared to that for the formation of H20

from H2 and ('102 (78 Kcal/mol) and the H_O formation reaction was assumed to

be the kinetic controlling step. The optical, electrical and interracial properties were

investigated [40].

ZrC14 has posed serious problems to investigators. It is hygroscopic and necessi.-

tates careful handling. The corrosive nature of the metal chloride and product gases

(HC1 and C12) can etch the reactor. There are health concerns and disposal prob-

lems. The large change in free energy of ZrC14 during the deposition can result in

homogeneous nucleation. Homogeneous nucleation in the gas phase produces ZrO2

powders, rather than forming thin films.

MOCVD of Zr02 Films

Zr( CsH4F302 )4 ( Zirconium tri-fluoroacetylacetonate), Zr( CsH1F602 )4 (Zirconium

hexa-fluoracetylacetonate, Zr(CsH702 )4 (Zirconium acetylacetonate), and Zr(Cll H1902)4

(Zirconium tetra-methyl heptanedionate) have been used as precursors in organo-

metallic CVD. The thermal stability and high volatility of these Zr/d-diketonates
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were utilized in MOCVD of ZrO2 thin films.

Zr(CsH4F302)4 pyrolysis in the presence or absence of 02 produced polycrys-

talline layers of ZrO2 with grains of 400,4. The fihns had high dielectric constants

and were used for MIS applications [41]. The deposition rate at atmospheric pressure

was maximum at 400°C, with a precursor-to-O2 ratio of 6000. The as-deposited films

on Si were amorphous with a (101) /3-ZrO2 XRD peak. The air annealed films at

1050°('/for 20h were identified to contain both a and 3-ZrO2. There was no report

on the effect of diffusion of Si into the film due to prolonged annealing at high tem-

peratures. Zr(CsH1F602)4 has been also used because it is highly volatile [42]. The

two fluorinated precursors are avoided because of the corrosive nature of the products

(HF and F2).

Zr(CsHT02)4 has been used as a precursor at low pressure [42] and atmospheric

pressure [45] to get a-ZrO2 deposits. XRD patterns of deposits with 15 atom% C

deposited at 450°C were cubic. The deposits were annealed in 02 at 1000°C to get

c_-ZrO2 patterns. The stabilization of cubic polymorph was attributed to the possible

prescence of Zr-C and Zr-O-C bonds.

Zr(('llH1902)4 has been volatilized using N2 carriers and mixed with an excess

of H20 vapor [43]. c_-ZrO2 films with (020) and (200) orientation were deposited at

500 ° to 800°C. The grain size was found to be 0.3# by SEM.

PECVD of ZrO_ Films

There has been only one study on plasma enhanced CVD of ZrO2 films [44].

A parallel plate reactor with the substrates on the lower grounded electrode was

attached to an RF-generator operating at 13.56 MHz. Zr(CsH1F602)4, though highly
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volatile, was not a good choice for a precursor. XP$ results indicated a metal fluoride

with a large F ls peak. Zr( ('_11Ht902 )4 was volatilized and the depositions were carried

out in an Ar/O_ plasma. The films were contaminated with C and the nlaximunl

deposition rate was 1200,_/h. There was no report about the orientation and phase

of the fihn formed. The C contamination was avoided when a very high power

density (SW/cm 2) was applied. The deposition rates were of the order of 60]k/h for

a substrate temperature of 600°C,. These rates are below acceptable standards and

the lowering of the deposition rate could be due to the etching effect of the plasma

at a very high power density.

Choice of Zr02 Precursor

The choice of a precursor is the initial step in a vapor deposition process. The

precursors for ZrO_ vapor depositions include ZrC,14 [36, 37, 39, 40], Zr(CsH4F302)4

[41], Zr(CsH_F_O2)4 [42], Zr(CsHTO2)4 [42, 45], and Zr(C_HtgO_)4 [43, 44]. The

precursor must satisfy certain requirements. It must be safe and easy to handle.

The hygroscopic nature of ZrC14 and Zr(CsHrO2)4 necessitates careful handling and

storage of the precursor to avoid exposure to air. The toxic and corrosive nature of

ZrC14 pose safety concerns. Zr(CsHTO_)4 is a possible teratogen and must be handled

with caution. Disposal of the by-products should be easy. Halogenated precursors

like ZrCl4, Zr(C_H4F302)4, and Zr(C5H1F602)4 decompose to produce corrosive and

toxic gases like HC1, HF, F2, and C12. The precursor should be thermally stable. The

thermal stability of a precursor is important for a constant precursor supply to the

reactor. The precursor should be volatile. A carrier gas (usually noble gases like He,

Ar) is used to transport the precursor vapor to the reactor.
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%.

Zr(CllH1902)4 is chosen as the precursor for the vapor deposition studies in this

project. This precursor met the necessary requirements.

_-diketonates

The _-diketones exhibit a keto-enol equilibrium; the enol form can release a

enolic proton and the oxygen atom is free to coordinate with a metal. If spatial

relations are satisfactory, both oxygens may be free to coordinate with a metal. The

number of moles of ligand needed is dictated by the coordination number of the

metal. The formation of a metal/Ldiketonate is illustrated in Fig 2.9 [46].

.......
--O""H n---5--HC "--MH C _O -----.HC "'" ,.. ,

/ .H + .......O" n

c -- .......o' 5/c

R1 = R2 = C(CH3) 3 dipivaloylmethane, Hthd

Figure 2.9: Formation of a metal _-diketonate

These types of compounds are called inner complex compounds. They are soluble

in organic solvents and only slightly soluble in water. They are very stable and

volatile. _-diketonates are stable at room temperature, and may be heated to melting

points in a protected atmosphere without decomposition. The volatility is put to a lot

of use in a variety of processes based on the conversion of compounds into the vapor

phase including separation of mixtures of metals by sublimation methods, preparation

of oxides, metallic and other coatings.

The volatility of the Zr/_-diketonates were investigated by Russian researchers.

J

i
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The properties reported for the precursor include the thermodynanlics of vapor-

izat.ion, DTA i46], thermal behavior !47], spectroscopic characteristics and thermal

volatility [48].
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CHAPTER 3. OBJECTIVE AND EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

This chapter outlines the research objective and the deposition equipment. The

procedure for depositing ZrO2 films is also described.

Research Objective

The primary objective of this research is to demonstrate that PECVD can be

used to produce pure, single phase (monoclinic), a-ZrO_ thin fihns using Zr(('tlH1902)4

as the precursor. The feasibility of two types of reactors in producing such films is to

be determined: a horizontal reactor with an inductively heated SiC coated graphite

substrate holder and a vertical reactor with a resistively heated Macor substrate

holder.

The rate of deposition is an important consideration in any materials preparation

technique and another important objective of the research is to study the effect of

process variables on the deposition rate. In determining the optimum conditions

both classical and statistical design of experiments will be undertaken. Since several

orientations of such fihns are possible, another objective of the research is to study

the effect of process variables on orientation of films using the statistical design. The

kinetics of deposition to produce c_-ZrO2 thin films will also be studied.
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Deposition Equipment

A representation of the components of the deposition system is given in Fig 3.1,

and a schematic drawing is shown in Fig 3.2.

There were 5 main sections in the system:

a) Gas and vapor feed system

b) Reactor chamber

c) Exhaust system

d) Source of electrical discharge

e) Control and monitoring systems.

Ultrahigh purity Ar (99.9995%,Matheson) and 02 (99.98%,Matheson)were fed

to the reactor using Brooks mass flow controllers calibrated for a flow of 100 standard

cubic centimeters per minute (scorn). 1/4" Alltech stainless steel pipe lines were used.

The "precursor," tetrakis(2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-3,5-heptane-dionato)Zr (99%,Strem),

was sublimed with Ar serving as the carrier gas. The concentration of precursor

was controlled by varying the sublimator temperature and the flow rate of carrier

gas. The precursor feed system had two insulated stainless steel sublimators (each

1.5" ID x 17" long) to allow the system to be used for different research purposes

without unloading the precursor [49]. A known amount of precursor was loaded in

a quartz boat which was then placed inside one of the sublimators. A thermocouple

sheath on the sublimator was used to monitor the temperature, and an Omega tem-

perature controller connected to the thermocouple on the surface of the sublimator

(for faster response) regulated the sublimator temperature. Transport lines to the re-

actor were heated to 30°C above the sublimator temperature to prevent condensation

of the precursor. The temperature was monitored at different points of the system.
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Figure 3.1: Representation of the components of the deposition system
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An Omega temperature readout panel connected to K-type thermocouples was used

to monitor the system temperature at up to [0 points. Precursor condensation oil the

inside of the flange and the gate valve was problematic for a previous design, since

the Viton O-ring on the flange and gate valve could not be heated beyond 150_"C;

the flange was modified as shown in Fig 3.3 to eliminate plugging of the feed lines.

Stainless steel tubing (1/4") was welded to the inlet ports on the interior so that

the two ports met at the center of the flange. Another piece of tubing projected

towards the bell jar as shown in the top view of the flange in Fig 3.3. The lines were

resistively heated by Nichrome wires. Electric power was supplied by two electrical

feedthroughs (ISI) welded to the flange. This modification resolved the precursor

transport problem to the reactor. O2 was introduced through another inlet port on

the flange.

The reaction chamber was a 4" ID quartz bell jar which was connected to the

modified flange with a Viton O-ring. A ('ajon Ultra Torr fitting was used on the

exhaust port of the reaction chamber. The exhaust port was connected to a Kwik-

Flange four-way cross that led to a vent valve, mass spectrometer, and a roughing

pump. Hinged clamp assemblies were used in the Kwik-Flange vacuum seal connec-

tions. These contained a stainless steel centering ring with a Viton O-ring in a clamp.

The vent valve was used to vent the system with dry air at the end of deposition.

The roughing pump, Leybolds Trivac D16BCS, evacuated the reactor chamber to a

pressure of 10-4 torr. The reaction chamber could then be evacuated to 10-s torr

with a Leybolds turbomolecular pump TMP/NT - 360 before deposition experiments

were performed.

Precursor condensation on the cold walls of the bell jar was prevented by using
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an electrically isolated, thermally insulated heating tape wrapped on tile exterior

surface. The precursor vapor used in this project was reported to recrystallize at

119°C !46i. The reactor walls were maintained at a temperature at least 25o( ' higher

to prevent precursor condensation.

A 5 kW Lepel, 200 - 450 kHz, RF generator was used to produce the plasma

discharge in the reaction chamber. Tile quartz reaction chamber was surrounded

by an induction coil from the generator. Cu tube (1/4") was wound into a 8 _urn

solenoid with a 5" ID to serve as the induction coil. The electric power supplied to

the reaction chamber was measured by an RF ammeter rated for 50 RF amps. A

plasma was initiated when the gases were introduced into the reaction chamber. The

glow discharge intensity depended on the pressure and RF current.

Inductive heating was one of the two types of substrate heating used for depo-

sitions in this project (Fig 3.4). This heating is based on the use of an electrically

conducting substrate holder positioned in a varying magnetic field [54!. The suscep-

tor heating was due to hysteresis and eddy current losses. A 3" diameter SiC coated

graphite susceptor was used. The susceptor, placed horizontal to the gas flow, was

supported on a quartz paddle with a thermocouple running through the paddle as in

Fig 3.4. The deposition temperature was controlled by varying the RF power sup-

plied, which was responsible for both the plasma discharge and the inductive heating

of the substrate.

Resistive heating was another method of substrate heating used for depositions

(Fig 3..5). The I_F power supplied to the system was specifically used for plasma dis-

charge by using a Macor heater (electrically nonconducting) as the substrate holder.

The resistive heating of the substrate ensured that the RF power supplied was used
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only for plasma generation. The deposition t.emperature was set by the Eurotherm

temperature controller that resistively heated the Nichrome wires in the Macor heater.

The 2" diameter Macor heater, placed perpendicular to the gas flow, was supported

by a quartz plate. A quartz tube conveyed the thernlocouple and the electrical lines

and was sealed by Tort Seal to maintain vacUunl. The quartz tube was attached to

the quartz plate with two quartz rods as shown in Fig 3.5.

A MKS capacitance nlanonleter Baratron type 128A gauge with a range of 10

torr was used to nlonitor the system pressure during deposition. A Perkin Elmer

model 605-0600 digital gauge control III using a thermistor gauge and a Bayard-

Alpert ionization gauge monitored the pressure during evacuation.

An UTI-100C mass spectrometer with ISS-325 sampling system served to analyze

the emuents. The gas was ionized with thoriated Ir filaments and filtered with a

quadrupole mass filter supported by a 2 MHz RF generator. The ions were accelerated

to the first dynode to emit secondary electrons. The secondary electrons were charge

multiplied in a 16-s_age electron multiplier. An 8-decade picoammeter used a double

field effect transistor (FET) to amplify and measure currents in the range of 10 -4

amps to 10 -12 amps. The mass spectrometer had three pneuniatically controlled inlet

ports with different orifices. The orifices regulated the amount of gas delivered to

the spectrometer. The inlet port was selected on the basis of system pressure (below

:3 nltorr, 2.5 - 2.50 retort, 0.2 - 2 tort). A Balzers TMP TPU050 with an ultimate

pressure of 10-s torr was used to evacuate the mass spectrometer with an Edwards

E2M1.5 2-stage rotary vacuum pump as the roughing pump. The mass spectrometer

was linked to UTI Spectrasoft, an user-interface program through a UTI Spectralink

interface. A Hewlett Packard Vectra ES computer supported the software program
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and provided storage capabilities, and UTI Spectrasoft monitored the system during

deposition and was also used to detect any leaks in the system prior to deposition.

Deposition Procedure

A Si (100) (Rectecon) wafer (having a native thermal oxide layer) was used

as the substrate in all the depositions. The substrate was cleaned with 1,1,1 -

trichloroethane, acetone, methanol (Baker, MOS grade) and rinsed with DI water

prior to deposition. The substrate was weighed and loaded on the substrate holder

inside the bell jar. The size of the Si (100) wafer was determined by the substrate

holder. A 3" Si wafer was used with the SiC coated graphite substrate holder. A 2"

Si wafer was used with the Macor heater. A known amount of precursor was loaded

in the quartz boat and placed inside the sublimator.

The bell jar assembly was connected to the UHV system. The bell jar assembly

connections were leak checked using He as the probe gas. The turbomolecular pump

and the roughing pump evacuated the chamber when the gate valve between the bell

jar and the UHV system was opened.

The RF generator was started to heat the substrate in case of inductive heating.

The temperature of the substrate in case of resistive heating was controlled by the

Eurotherm temperature controller. The RF generator was started after the substrate

was heated to the set point by resistive heating.

When the system pressure reached 10-r torr (usually 6 hours), the gate valve

that separated the bell jar and the UHV system was closed. The turbo-molecular

pump was stopped and the UHV system was purged with N2 using a solenoid valve.

02 and Ar mass flow controllers were activated and allowed to stabilize (usually
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5 rain). The bell jar was backfilled with Ar to a pressure of 1 torr, and evacuated with

the roughing pump. The sublimator set point on the Omega temperature controller

was adjusted to the required temperature. The precursor transport lines to the

bell jar were heated to the required temperature and thermal stability was ensured

(usually an hour). 02 (40 sccm) and Ar (10 sccm) were fed to the bell jar. The

substrate was exposed to an Ar/O2 plasma for 30 rain, after which the background

spectrum was recorded in the mass spectrometer.

The carrier gas (At) was rerouted through the sublimator. The inlet valve be-

tween the sublirnator and the bell jar was opened to begin deposition. A timer was

started to monitor deposition time. The spectrum scan of the deposition in the mass

range of 1-45 ainu was examined. H20, CO2, CO. 02, and Ar were identified in the

effluents from the spectrum scan. The peak monitor program on the mass spectrom-

eter was started to monitor the effluents. The peaks at 1, 2, 14, 16, 18, 28, 32, 40,

44amu, and total pressure were monitored by the peak monitor program. A sudden

drop in peak heights at 18, 32 and 44 amu indicated precursor exhaustion.

When deposition was completed, the RF generator was shut down and the pre-

cursor inlet valve was closed. The mass spectrometer peak monitor program was

halted, Ar was fed to cool down the substrate to 60°(I, the bellows valve to the

roughing pump was closed, and the system vented.

The bell jar assembly was removed, and the sample was placed in a Petri dish

and stored in a dessicator. The substrate was weighed after deposition and the

deposition rate was determined as g/(m2h), i.e. the amount of material deposited

per unit surface area of the substrate per unit time. The precursor was assumed

to sublime at a constant rate throughout the deposition and the molar flow rate of
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the precursor was determined by measuring the amount of precursor left at the end

of the deposition. The bell jar was cleaned with MOS grade organic solvents and

occasionally with HF acid to etch away ZrO2 wall deposits.

Characterization

The deposited fihns were characterized by XRD, LRS, ESCA, and SEM. The

precursor used was characterized by LRS and XRD before and after deposition to

ensure the thermal stability of the precursor. An outline of the different techniques

used for characterization is given below.

X-Ray Diffraction

The deposits were characterized by X-Ray diffraction to determine their crys-

tallinity and orientation. The XRD patterns were obtained on a Siemens Bragg-

Brentano X-ray diffractometer using Cu Ko radiation. The film was cut into a small

piece (28mm X 28ram) and was held in the sample holder by a spring. The samples

were rotated when the XRD pattern was collected. The sample is placed in the center

of the diffractometer, tangential to the focussing circle, and rotated by an angle tO

around an axis in the film plane. The counter is rotated around the same axis by an

angle 20, while the X-ray source is held stationary. This diffractometer is advanta-

geous over the Seeman-Bohline X-ray diffractometer to identify preferred orientation.

The X-ray diffraction patterns were usually collected [or a 0.025 20 step size with 2

sec counting time per step. 0.02 2to step size with 3 sec counting time per step was

also used.
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Laser Raman Spectroscopy

Laser Raman spectra were obtained using a Spex triplemate triple monochro-

mator equipped with a charge coupled device (('CD) detector. The detector was

maintained at -120°( ' using liquid N2. The primary excitation source was the 514.5

nm line of a Spectra-Physics Argon Ion Laser unit operating at powers ranging from

10 - 200 mW at tile sample. The spectral resolution of the triplemate was 5 cm -l.

The data accumulation times was 25 sec for bulk ZrO2 and the precursor. It varied

between 300 and 900 see for the deposited films.

Electron Spectroscopy for Chemical Analysis

PHI 5300 ESCA system was used to analyze the chemical state of the elements

on the surface. An Ar ion gun etched 1000tit of the surface and the depth profile was

collected.

Scanning Electron Microscopy

JEOL SEM was used to study the morphology of the fihn surface and estimate

the thickness and grain size. The films were coated with Au to prevent the electron

beam from charging the surface. Micrographs were taken at a magnification of 10,000

X - 30,000X and the film thickness estimated from the cross sectional view.
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CHAPTER 4. ZrO2 DEPOSITIONS

Introduction

Zirconia, ZrO2, is the only stable oxide phase of the Zr-O system. There are

three polymorphs: room-temperature monoclinic; _-ZrO2; and two high-temperature

modifications, tetragonal, 3-ZrO=, and cubic, _t-ZrO2.

ZrO2 has catalytic applications, primarily as a catalyst support. CuO/ZrO=

catalysts were found to be more active and selective for methanol synthesis and

dehydrogenation of methanol to methylformate than Cu catalysts supported on ZnO,

A12Oa, SiO2, and Ti2Oa [13, 14]. A high activity for the reduction of NO by CO over

r15]. Stabilized ZrO2 is important as an oxide ionLa2CuO4/ZrO2 has been observed L

conducting solid electrolyte because of its relatively high ionic conductivity, chemical

inertness, low cost, and wide electrolytic domain [65]. Dense ZrO2 membranes are

selectively permeable to 02 and have been used in catalytic membrane reactors for

various reactions [2, 3, 4, 5]. A two-layer conducting ceramic catalytic membrane

has been patented [58] for use in hydrocarbon conversion processes. The first layer

is a mixed ion and electronic conducting layer of CeO2 doped stabilized ZrO2. The

second layer is a porous layer containing a selective hydrocarbon oxidation catalyst.

ZrO2 membranes have been used for direct thermal decomposition of (',02 [16] and

H20 [17], and in steam reforming and shift reaction [18].
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Thin films of ZrO_ and stabilized ZrO2 have been fabricated by sol-gel proct ss-

ing 60!. ion beam deposition [61i, RF-sputtering !62i, reactive sputtering [63], ('VD

[40, 43! and electrochemical vapor deposition (E'_'D){64]. ZrO2 thin film deposition

by ('VD is advantageous over the line of sight processes, sputtering and ion beam

deposition, because of better step coverage. CVD of ZrO2 thin films has been inves-

tigated primarily using the halides and halogenated ;3-diketones of Zr as precursors

because of their high volatility i42, 36]. PE('VD can be used to deposit thin films of

ZrO2 at a lower deposition temperature due to the formation of radicals and ions in

the plasma. These radicals provide an alternative deposition path with a low acti-

vation energy. The only earlier work on PE('VD (capacitively coupled) of ZrO: thin

films has been limited to elemental composition analyses only. There was no charac-

terization of PE('VD ZrO2 thin films from a chemical and structural point of view.

The PE('VD ZrO2 thinfilms deposited between 300 to 600°C, have been analyzed

for Zr and (' content. The C content decreased with an increase in substrate tem-

perature. There was no report on the crystallinity, orientation, and phase content of

the thin films and there was no attempt to anneal the films t,o induce crystallization

_44]. PECVD of ZrO2 thin fihns in an inductively coupled RF system has not been

investigated.

The precursor must be non-toxic and easy to handle. Disposal of by-products

must be easy. The precursor must be volatile and thermally stable. Tetrakis (2,2,6,6-

tetramethyl 3,5-heptanedionato)Zr (Zr(thd)4) (Fig 4.1) was chosen as the precursor

since it satisfied the necessary requirements. The thermal stability of Zr(thd)4 was

verified (Appendix).





The objective is to demonstrate tile feasibility to deposit pure, single phase

(monoclinic) thin films of ZrO2 by PECVD using Zr(thd)4 as the precursor in two

types of reactors (inductively heated horizontal reactor and resistively heated vertical

reactor). The orientation and adhesion of the thin films are to be studied.

Experimental Section

A schematic representation of the PECVD system is shown in Fig 4.2. The

inert gas and precursor delivery system, reactor, RF generator, and the deposition

procedure are explained. The techniques used for characterization of the deposits are

detailed.

Inert Gas and Precursor Delivery System

Ultrahigh purity Ar (99.9995%, Matheson) and O2 (99.98%, Matheson) were fed

to the reactor using Brooks mass flow controllers calibrated for a flow of 100 standard

cubic centimeters per minute (sccm). The "precursor," tetrakis(2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-

3,5- heptanedionato)Zr (99%,Strem), was sublimed with Ar serving as the carrier gas.

The concentration of precursor was controlled by varying the sublimator temperature

and the flow rate of carrier gas. A known amount of precursor was loaded in a quartz

boat and placed inside the insulated stainless steel sublimator (1.5" ID x 17" long).

Transport lines to the reactor were heated to 30°C above the sublimator temperature

to prevent precursor condensation.
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Reactor

The reaction chamber wa_ a 4" ID quartz bell-jar which was connected to tile

UHV system. A ('ajon Ultra Torr fitting was used on the exhaust port of the reaction

chamber. The exhaust port was connected to a Kwik-Flange four-way cross that led

to a vent valve, mass spectrometer, and a roughing pump. The roughing pump,

Leybolds Trivac D16B('S, was used to ev_uate the reactor chamber to a pressure of

10 -4 tort. The reaction chamber could be evacuated to 10-7 torr with a Leybolds

turbomolecular pump TMP/NT - 360 and a Leybolds roughing pump Trivac DI6BCS

before deposition experiments were performed. The cold walls of the bell jar were

heated to prevent precursor condensation.

RF Generator

A 5 kW Lepel, 200 - 450 kHz, RF generator was used to produce the plasma

discharge in the reaction chamber. The quartz reaction chamber was surrounded by

an induction coil from the generator. A plasma was initiated when the gases were

introduced into the reaction chamber. The electric power supplied to the reaction

chamber was measured by an RF ammeter.

Substrate Heating

Inductive heating was one of the two types of substrate heating used for deposi-

tions. This heating is based on the use of an electrically conducting substrate holder

positioned in a varying magnetic field [54]. The susceptor heating was due to hystere-

sis and eddy current losses. A 3" diameter SiC' coated graphite susceptor was used.

The susceptor, placed horizontal to the gas flow, was supported on a quartz paddle
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with a thermocouple running through the paddle. Tile deposition temperature (400

600_'(') and the plasma discharge was controlled by varying the RF power supplied

(30-45 RF amps).

Resistive heating was another method of substrate heating used for depositions.

The RF power supplied to the system was specifically used for plasma discharge by

using a Macor heater (electrically non-conducting) as the substrate holder. The cle-

position temperature (200 - 400°C) was set by the Eurotherm temperature controller

that resistively heated the Nichrome wires in the Macor heater. The 2" diameter

Macor heater, perpendicular to the gas flow, was supported by a quartz plate.

Deposition Procedure

The Si(100)(Rectecon) wafer (having a native thermal oxide layer) was used

as the substrate in all the depositions. The substrate was cleaned with 1,1,1 -

trichloroethane, acetone, methanol (Baker, MOS grade) and rinsed with de-ionized

water prior to deposition. The substrate was weighed and loaded on the substrate

holder inside the bell jar. The bell jar assembly was connected to the UHV system

and leak checked. The turbomolecular pump and the roughing pump evacuated the

chamber. The deposition temperature and RF power were set as required by regu-

lating the Eurotherm temperature controller and/or RF generator in case of resistive

heating or inductive heating.

When the system pressure reached 10-7 torr, the turbo-molecular pump was

stopped and the UHV system was purged with N2. The bell jar was backfilled with

Ar to a pressure of 1 torr and evacuated with the roughing pump. The sublimator set

point on the Omega temperature controller was adjusted to the required temperature
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(140°( '- 170:'('). O, (40-80 sccm) a_ld Ar (10-40 sccm) were fed to the bell jar. The

substrate was exposed to an ArgO2 plasma for 30 rain. The system pressure (0.2

0.8 tort) was monitored with a MKS capacitance manometer Baratron type 128A

gauge.

The carrier gas (Ar) was rerouted through the sublimator. The inlet valve be-

tween the sublimator and tile bell jar was opened to begin deposition. An UT[-100('

mass spectrometer with ISS-325 sampling system served to analyze the effluents.

H20, ('O2, CO, 02, and Ar were identified in the effluents from the spectrum scan.

When deposition was completed, the RF generator was shut down and the pre-

cursor inlet valve was closed. Ar was fed to cool down the substrate to 60°C, and the

bellows valve to the roughing pump was closed and the system vented.

The substrate was weighed after deposition and the deposition rate was deter-

mined, as g/(m2h), i.e. the amount of material deposited per unit surface area of the

substrate per unit time. The precursor was assumed to sublime at a constant rate

throughout the deposition and the molar flow rate of the precursor was determined

by measuring the amount of precursor left at the end of the deposition.

Characterization

The deposited films were characterized by XRD, LRS, XPS, and SEM. The XRD

patterns were obtained on a Siemens Bragg-Brentano X-ray diffractometer using

CuK_, radiation. The samples were rotated when the XRD pattern was collected.

The sample is placed in the center of the diffractometer, tangential to the focussing

circle, and rotated by an angle 0 around an axis in the film plane. The counter is

rotated around the same axis by an angle 20, while the X-ray source is held stationary.
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This diffractometer is advantageous over the Seeman-Bohline X-ray diffractometer to

identify preferred orientation. The X-ray diffraction patterns were usually collected

for a 0.02 20 step size with 2 sec counting time per step. Laser Raman spectra

was obtained using a Spex triplemate triple monochromator equipped with a charge

coupled device detector. The detector was maintained at -120°( ', using liquid N2.

The primary excitation source was the 514.5 nm line of a Spectra-Physics argon

ion laser unit operating at powers ranging from 10 - 200 mW at the sample. The

spectral resolution of the triplemate was 5 cm -1, and the data accumulation time

was varied between 600 - 900 sec for the deposited film. PHI 5300 ESCA system was

used to analyze the chemical state of the elements on the surface. An Ar ion gun

etched 1000It and the depth profile was collected. JEOL SEM was used to study the

morphology of the film surface and estimate the thickness and grain size. The films

were coated with Au to prevent the electron beam from charging the surface. The

micrographs were taken at a magnification of 10,000 X - 30,000X.

Results

The deposited films were smooth, non-porous and adhered well to the substrate.

Three depositions, ZR044, ZR130, and ZR163, were obtained by inductive heating

in a horizontal reactor, and three more, ZR143, ZR135, and ZR150, were obtained

by resistive heating in a vertical reactor. The deposition conditions (deposition tem-

perature, RF amperage, system pressure, 02 flow rate, Ar flow rate, precursor molar

flow rate, deposition time, and deposition rate) for these two sets of films are listed

in Tables 4.1 and 4.2, respectively. The as-deposited films were X-ray amorphous

and had no characteristic Raman spectrum. The as-deposited films were then air
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Table 4.1: Deposition conditions for films deposited in a horizontal reactor on an
inductively heated substrate

Process Condition,unit ZR044 ZR130 ZR163

Deposition temperature, °C 599 603 583
RF amperage, anlps 46 48 45

Pressure, torr 0.620 0.340 0.520

02 flow rate, Vo2, sccm 80 40 40
Ar flow rate, VA,, sccm 40 10 10

Precursor concentration, Cprec, gmol/lit 3.4408e-07 3.9939e-07 6.0949e- 07
Deposition time, rain 90 180 90

Deposition rate, g/m2h 1.11 t0 0.6578 0.6432

Table 4.2: Deposition conditions for films deposited in a vertical reactor on a resis-
tively heated substrate

Process Condition, unit ZR135 ZR143 ZR150

Deposition temperature, °C 350 350 300
RF amperage, amps 45 45 45

Pressure, torr 0.490 0.440 0.390

02 flow rate, Vo:, sccm 40 40 40
Ar flow rate, VAt , sccm 10 10 10

Precursor concentration, Cp,ec, gmol/lit 7.9858e-07 5.7634e-07 4.028 0e-07
Deposition time, min 30 60 30

Deposition rate, g/m2h 2.0274 1.6916 1.6776

annealed at 900°C for 5 min to induce crystallization. The characterization of the

annealed films is reported in this section.

The precursor was depleted as the reactants passed through the horizontal re-

actor, due to film deposition on the substrate and the walls of the reactor. This

precursor depletion was responsible for non-uniform film thickness. The deposits

were thicker at the precursor inlet and decreased in thickness along the length of the

reactor as detailed in Fig 4.3. This thickness gradient in a horizontal reactor has
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been observed in other PECVD systems [49, 59]. The precursor concentration was

constant at tile substrate in a vertical reactor, so the deposits were uniform in thick-

ness. The films deposited in a horizontal reactor were variegated in color (rainbow

pattern) due to non-uniform film thickness, but the films from vertical reactor depo-

sitions were uniform in color due to uniform film thickness. Precursor depletion in

horizontal reactors was also responsible for a lower deposition rate than the vertical

reactor depositions. The deposition rate is a function of the process conditions and

a strict control of the process variables was maintained in all the depositions.

XRD Results

The standard XRD peaks of a-ZrO2 powder with d-spacing in the range 5.079

2.283,_ are listed in Table 4.3 [56]. XRD patterns of the annealed films deposited

in horizontal and vertical reactors are shown in Fig 4.4 and Fig 4.5, respectively. All

the annealed films exhibit a Si (100) diffraction peak at 2.72,_. The d-spacing and the

peak intensity (as %) of the other diffraction peaks in the annealed films are listed

in Table 4.4. All the diffraction peaks listed in Table 4.4 match the standard a-ZrO2

peak positions to the order of 0.001_. The thin films are composed of only one phase,

a-ZrO2.

ZR044, ZR130, and ZR163 exhibit strong (100) and (200) orientations. ZR044

also exhibits a strong (020) orientation at 2.5984/_. The other orientations in ZR044

are weak : (il0), (ill), (111), (021), and (510). The weak orientations of (il0), (ill),

(111), (020), (021), and (510) are present in ZR130. ZR163 has weak orientations

of(il0), (ill), (111), (020), (i02), and (510). The peak intensities of the annealed

films shown in Table 4.4 are compared to the standard a-ZrO2 peak intensity; the
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Table 4.3: XRD peaks of a-ZrO2 (JCPDS card 36-0420)

d-spacing Intensity Miller Index ]_
(_t) (%) (hkl)

,5.079 6 (1 0 O)
3.694 18 (0 1 1)
3.636 12 (i 1 0)
3.163 I00 (i 1 i)
2.839 64 (I 1 i)
2.620 2:_ (0 0 2)
2.605 12 (0 2 O)
2.540 14 (2 0 O)
2.497 3 (i 0 2)
2.342 1 (0 1 2)
9 '..332 ,5 (0 2 I)
2.283 1 (2 1 0)

annealed films are preferentially (h00) oriented. The annealed thin films ZRI35,

ZRI43, and ZRI50 exhibit strong (i00), (200), and (020) orientations. A very weak

(111) peak is exhibited in all the annealed films. These deposits exhibit no other

a-ZrO_ orientations.

The diffraction at 2.54]t is the dominant a-ZrO2 orientation in all the annealed

films, so the peak intensity of a-ZrO2 diffractions in the annealed films are normalized

with respect to the diffraction peak at 2.54]t. The diffraction peaks at 3.163]t and

2.839A are the dominant a-ZrO2 powder (ill) and (111) orientations. The (ill)

orientations are very weak in ZR044, ZR130, and ZR163 and are not present in

ZR135, ZR143, and ZR150. The (111) orientations are very weak in all the annealed

films. The (h00) intensity orientation of the annealed films are compared to the

a-ZrO2 powder (h00) intensity and the annealed fihns are found to be dominantly

(h00) orientated. The degree of (h00) crystalline orientation of a-ZrO2 in the deposit
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Table 4.4' XRD peaks of the annealed thin films

ZR044 annealed ] ZR130 annealed ZR163 annealed i Miller index _'

d-spacing Peak [nt t,d-spacing Peak Int d spacing Peak Int ' (h k l)

(A) (_) i (A) (%) (,_) (%)
5.0872 44.7 5.0858 41.1 5.0695 ,12.7 (100)
3.6410 8.5 3.6346 6.7 3.6372 3.8 (i10)
3.1598 5.8 3.1622 6.4 3.1625 0.7 (i11)
2.8461 5.8 2.8417 8.5 2.8401 10.9 (111 )
2.5984 96.9 2.5993 5.9 2.6070 6.1 (020)
2.5448 100.0 2.5425 100.0 2.5387 100.0 (200 )

2.5003 2.2 (102)
2.3297 4.9 2.3315 0.9 (021)
2.2842 2.7 2.2874 2.3 2.2856 1.1 (510)

ZR135 annealed ZR143 annealed ZR150 annealed Miller indices i

d-spacing Peak Int d-spacing Peak Int d-spacing Peak Int (h k 1)
(_) (%) (,_) (%) (_) (%)

5.0828 45.0 5.0744 40.5 5.0862 41.8 (100)
2.8422 3.1 2.8392 4.1 2.8410 0.4 (111)
2.5975 47.2 2.5937 24.6 2.5995 45.2 (020)

2.5418 100.0 2.5406 100.0 2.5450 100.0 (200)
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is quantified by the following equation'

It too) -_-1(200)

This equation represents l he extent of relative (h00) orientation of the annealed films

in relation to all orientations. RIh0o)is l for a perfectly (h00) oriented film and is

0 for a film without (h00) orientations. This relationship was chosen to express the

preferred orientations of the films in terms of the intensities of the various diffractions.

I!100) and 112o0)represent the peak intensity of the (100) and (200) orientation. I(sJ,.l)

represents the peak intensity of all the other _x-ZrO2 orientations in the deposit.

The deposition rate, amount of material deposited, degree of (h00) relative ori-

entation, and intensity ratio I(20o)/I¢02o) are tabulated in Table 4.5. The trend in

relationship between the deposition rate and Rihoo ! for the annealed films were ana-

lyzed.

Table 4.5: Relative orientations of the annealed fihns

Run Depn rate Deposited material R(hoo) I(2oo)/I(o2o)
( g/m'_ h ) (rag) (%)

ZR044 1.1110 3.8 53.73 1.03

ZR130 0.6578 4.5 82.13 16.95

'1ZRI63 0.6432 2.2 85.19 16.39
]ZRI35 2.0724 2.1 78.25 2.12

ZRI43 1.691.6 3.6 84.38 4.07

i ZRI50 1.6776 i 7 75.67 2.21
_,i

There isa relationshipbetweenthe depositionrateand R(h0o)fordepositsZR044,

ZRI30, and ZRI63: Riho0)isfound to increasewith decreaseindepositionrate.This

trend does not hold for depositsZRI50, ZRI43, and ZRI35. However, R(ao0)in-

creaseswith the amount of materialdeposited.The decreasein depositionrateis
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due to a decrease in the precursor molar flow rate and a combination of other depo-

sition conditions. The amount of material deposited is controlled by the deposition

time. R_j,001is directly related to li_.o0!/Iio201, since (020) orientation is the dominant

orientation other than (h00).

Raman Results

LRS was used to characterize the annealed fihns. The vibrational frequencies of

(_-ZrO,_ powder and the scattering intensity are reported in Table 4.6. The Raman

spectrum of (_-ZrO2 powder and the substrate, Si (100) wafer, is reported in Fig 4.6

and Fig 4.7. These vibrational frequencies agree with the reported values of various

authors 19, 39, 57].

Table 4.6: Vibrational frequencies of a-ZrO: powder

' Raman Wavenumbers Intensity
(cm-1)1

}_ 105 medium

il 181 strong
_I 192 strong
!J
il 225 weak
ii 309 weak

336 medium

349 medium

!i 385 medium

!i 478 strong
504 weak

i_ 540 weak

560 weak

618 medium

639 medium
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The Raman spectrum of the substrate, Si (100) wafer, exhibits a strong, sharp

peak at 523 cm-1 and a broad plateau between 943 cm-I and !.t93 cm l. All tile

annealed films exhibit the Si (100) Haman peaks. Raman spectra of the annealed

films ZR044, ZR130, Zl:/163, ZRI3.5, ZR143, and ZR150 are reported in Fig 4.8 to

Fig 4.13, respectively. Raman scattering in all the annealed films are from (_-ZrO_ and

the substrate Si. The Ptaman frequency levels of the (_-ZrO_ peaks in the annealed

films agree with the t_-ZrO_ powder values within the spectrometer resolution.

The a-ZrO2 peak at 105 cm -1 is obscured by the intense l:layleigh scattering. The

weak a-ZrO2 scattering at 504 and 540 cm -1 are obscured by the strong Si peak at

523 cm -1. There are differences in the relative intensity of the Raman peaks. Raman

scattering at 181 cm -1 is stronger than at 192 cm -1 in ZR044, ZR135, ZRI43, and

ZR150, whereas it is of the same intensity in ZR130 and ZR163. Raman scattering

at 336 cm -1 is stronger than at 349 cm -1 for a-ZrO_ powder. This holds good

for ZR044, ZR130, ZFI163, and ZH135. The intensity levels are about the same in

ZH150 and the scattering at 336 cm -1 is weaker than at 349 cm -1 in ZR143. Raman

scattering at 639 cm -1 is stronger than at 618 cm -1 in ct-ZrO2 powder. This holds

good for ZF/163, Zl:ll30, ZR044, and ZR150. The intensity levels are about the same

in ZR135 and ZH143.

The differences in intensity levels for the annealed films are not very large. LlzIS

revealed that a-Zr02 is the only phase in the annealed films from both types of

reactors.
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XPS Results

The binding energies of Zr 3da/2, Zr 3ds/2, 0 ls, C Is, and Si 2pa/2 in the annealed

films are determined by XPS studies. The binding energy values are corrected for

C ls = 284.6 eV and reported in Table 4.7 along with the standard binding energy

values of c,-ZrO2 [68, 67]. The spin-orbit splitting, A (3ds/2 - 3d3/2), and the intensity

ratio of the Zr 3d_/2 and Zr 3da/2 peaks, I 3d5/2/I 3da/2, of the annealed films are

also listed in Table 4.7.

The corrected binding energy values of Zr 3ds/2 and Zr 3d3/2 are in the ranges

181.9 + 0.4 and 184.3 :t: 0.4 eV, respectively, which indicates that Zr is present in

the 4+ oxidation state.

Table 4.7: C,orrected binding energy of Zr3d, O ls, and Si2p in the annealed films
for C ls=284.6 eV, standard ct-ZrO2 powder, and standard Si 2p.

Samples Standard

Run ZR044 ZR130 ZR163 ZR135 ZR143 ZR150 a-ZrO2 Si 2p
[68] [67]

Zr3ds/2 182.10 181.90 182.00 182.30 181.60 181.60 181.90
binding energy (eV)

Zr 3d3/2 184.60 184.20 184.30 184.70 184.00 183.90 184.30
binding energy (eV)

A (3d_/2 - 3d3/2) 2.50 2.30 2.30 2.40 2.40 2.30 2.40
spin-orbit splitting (eV)

I3d_/2/I3da/2 1.43 1.41 1.43 1.41 1..43 1,43 1.50
intensity ratio

0 ls (oxide) 530.00 529.60 529.90 529.70 529.60 529.80 529.80
binding energy (eV)

Si 2p 102.10 101.90 101.80 102.00 101.80 101.80 102.00
binding energy (eV)
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The intensity ratio of the Zr 3d5/2 and Zr 3d3/2 peaks is 1.42 ± 0.1 and the spin-

orbit splitting is 2.4 eV + 0.2 eV. O ls peaks are at the corrected binding energy

value of 529.8 ± 0.2 eV and Si 2p corrected binding energies are in the range 102.0

+ 0.2 eV. These values are in agreement with earlier reported values [69, 71].

The depth profiles of the annealed films are reported in Fig 4.14 to Fig 4.19.

The Zr 3d peaks are broad after depth profiling for about 5 cycles. The resolution of

the Zr 3d peaks is lost due to the charging effect in all the depth profiles. A sharp O

ls peak is observed in ZR143, ZR150, and ZR135. A higher binding energy (HBE)

O ls peak is observed in ZR143 and ZR135 for a few layers in the bulk. The O ls

peak and the HBE O ls peak are observed in the bulk of ZR044, ZR130, and ZR163.

The O ls peak in the outer layers for these samples is sharp and there is no HBE

O ls peak. The HBE O ls peak is attributed to adsorbed oxygen species and/or

hydroxide [68, 69, 70].

There is a low level of Si contamination in all the films (except ZR143) due to

annealing. The Si contamination in ZR143 seems high as evident from the sharp Si

2p peak even for the outer layers. The Si contamination of annealed ZrO2 thin films

has been observed earlier [72]. The C ls peak is seen in the initial layers of all depth

profiles. The C peaks in ZR143 extend for another 100]k. The C peak disappeared

after profiling the first 100_ indicating that the contamination is only at the surface.

The C contamination at the surface is due to adsorbed hydrocarbons from exposure

to air.
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SEM Results

The scanning electron micrographs of annealed films of Z1R163, ZR044, and

ZR130 deposited at _ 600 ° C are shown in Fig 4.20 to Fig 4.22. The micrographs are

taken at a 450 tilt and gives details both about the edge and the surface. The thin

films of ZrO2 have a columnar structure with crystallites of 0.1 to 0.2 #m in size. The

leading edge of the deposits are analyzed. The fihns ZR163, ZR044, and ZR130 are

4000, 6000, and 7000/_ thick respectively. The film surface exhibits minute cracks.

The scanning electron micrographs of annealed films of ZR135, ZR143, and

ZR150 deposited at _ 350 ° C are shown in Fig 4.23 to Fig 4.25. The deposits ZR150,

ZR135 and ZR143 are 1000, 1750, and 5750/_ thick respectively. The deposits have

very fine crystalline structure with crystallites in the 0.1 to 0.2 #m range.

Film Adhesion

The fihn adhesion to the substrate was tested by two methods [66]. The first

method involved the use of a piece of adhesive tape on the annealed film. The film

could not be stripped from the substrate with the adhesive tape and was considered

to have "good" adhesion. The second method involved dipping the film in liquid

N2 for about 5 seconds and throwing it on a hot plate at 200°C. The film was then

checked for any peelings. All the annealed films were subjected to these two tests

and exhibited "good" adhesion.

Discussion of Results

The preferred (h00) oriented ZrO2 thin films deposited in the two types of re-

actors have not been investigated earlier. Dominant (020) oriented CVD Zr02 thin
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Figure 4.20' $EM micrograph of ZR163
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Figure 4.21: SEM micrograph of ZR044
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Figure 4.22: SEM micrograph of ZR130
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Figure 4.23: SEM micrograph of ZR135
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fihns with (h00) orientations have been deposited using Zr(thd)4 as the precursor

[43], (111) and (111) oriented LPCVD ZrO2 thin fihns have been deposited using

ZrC14 - H2 - 0'O2 - Ar mixture [39]. The deposition conditions (HF power, temper-

ature, pressure, etc.) have been demonstrated to influence the thin film orientations

of sputtered MoS2 thin films [83]. The influence of deposition conditions on preferred

(h00) orientation ,)f ZrO2 thin films is reported in chapter 5.

tlaman results are used to support the existence of the c_-ZrO2 as the only phase

in the annealed film. The strong /3-ZrO2 vibrational frequencies at 263, 473, and

640 cm -1 [19] are absent. The relative intensity of the a-ZrO2 tlaman peaks of the

annealed films differ, though not to a large extent.

XPS depth profile of the inductively heated depositions in a horizontal reactor

indicate adsorbed O2 and C in the top layer, by a broad O ls peak with a trail on

HBE side and a sharp C ls peak. The bulk 02 composition is made of an oxide O ls

peak and a HBE O ls peak at -_ .533.0 eV, which maybe associated with adsorbed

oxygen. This HBE O ls peak has been found in other systems such as Ni [73], top

layers of CoO [74]. The absence of a persistant HBE O ls peak in ZR135,ZttlS0,and

ZR143 suggests that the deposition conditions play a significant role in the nature

of O ls peak. A better understanding of HBE O ls peak can be obtained only by a

detailed study of oxygen adsorption on ZrO2 surfaces to identify the nature of HBE

O ls peak and the influence of deposition conditions.

PECVD ZrO2 thin films that have been deposited earlier have a lot of C contam-

ination (as high as 24 %) and the Zr 3d3/2 peak in XPS analysis was not attributed

to ZrO2 [44]. In this work, there is adsorbed C only on the surface and the Zr 3d3/2

peak is attributed to ZrO2.
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The as-deposited thin films were dense, but they exhibited micro cracks oil an-

nealing. The development of micro cracks is clue to the volume change of pure o-ZrO2

(luring annealing. Pure ¢_-ZrO2, on heating and cooling, has been found to exhibit

micro cracks due to linear expansion [10]. The deposition temperature affects the

surface mobility of the adsorbed species and the microstructure of tile thin films [49],

and is responsible for the columnar structure of films deposited at 600°C.

Conclusions

Pure, single-phase c_-ZrO2 thin fihns (identified by XRD, LRS, and XPS) were de-

posited by an inductively coupled RF generator in the PECVD system using Zr(thd)4

as the precursor. The films were (h00) preferred oriented and exhibited 'good' adhe-

sion. The feasibility of two types of reactors for PECVD ct-ZrO2 thin film deposition

was established. The structure of the thin films were affected by the deposition

temperature.
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CHAPTER 5. INFLUENCE OF PROCESS CONDITIONS

Deposit'ion Rate

The process conditions in a PECVD system influence the deposition rate. The

effect of process variables on the deposition rate is studied by one factor at a time

(OFAAT) analysis and statistical design. In the OFAAT technique, the effect of

one variable on the response is determined by monitoring the response to a change

in that variable, while the other variables in the system are held constant. In a

multi-variable system, OFAAT analysis can identify the effect of one variable but

does not shed any light on process variable interactions. In the statistical design, the

experiments are designed to study the response at combinations of process variables

at different levels. A statistical design (the factorial analysis is used here) is an

efficient method of determining the effects of significant variables and their mutual

interactions on a process.

The deposition rate is expressed in terms of the amount of material deposited

on the substrate. The actual amount of reactant, converted to the desired product is

not known, since the product is also deposited on the walls of the reactor and the

exhaust, apart from the substrate. In any experimental program it is only possible

to determine the amount deposited on the substrate. Attempts have been made in

the present study to maximize this deposition in relation to that on the reactor walls
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and exhaust. Even so, any expression for the deposition rate based on the amount

deposited on tile substrate should be regarded as approximate, dependent as it is oil

the geometry of the system.

The time dependence of the amount of material deposited per unit area was

analyzed over 100 rain of deposition time for 2 cases in Fig 5.1. Case [ refers to

deposition on an inductively heated horizontal reactor at the following conditions:

deposition temperature is 525°C, RF amperage is 40 amps, 02 flow rate is 40 sccm,

Ar flow rate is 10 sccm, system pressure is 0.330 torr, and precursor concentration

is 3.3083e-07 gmol/lit. Case [I refers to deposition on the resistively heated vertical

rector at the following conditions: deposition temperature is 350°(I, RF amperage is

4,5 amps, O2 flow rate is 40 sccm, Ar flow rate is 10 sccm, system pressure is 0.44 torr,

and precursor concentration is 5.1432e-07 gmol/lit. The linear relationship of the two

cases in Fig 5.1 clearly indicates the time independence of the rate of deposition on the

substrate in each case. This time independence facilitates expressing the depositions

with different deposition time by an empirical deposition rate- the amount of material

deposited on the substrate per unit area per unit time. Such art assumption has been

made throughout the analysis.

OFAAT Technique

Inductively Heated System with a Horizontal Reactor

The deposition temperature and RF amperage are coupled in the inductively

heated system. The effect of deposition temperature and RF amperage on the de-

position rate at two different precursor concentrations is given in Fig 5.2. The other

process variables are held constant: Ar flow rate is 10 sccm, O2 flow rate is 40 sccm,
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and system pressure is 0.33 torr. There is a maximuin at a deposition temperature

of 585°C and RF of 46 amps. It is not possible to determine if the maximun_ is a

kinetic effect due to deposition temperature, or a glow discharge effect due to the

increase in RF amperage.

The effect of system pressure on the deposition rate is given in Fig .5.3. The other

process variables are held constant: deposition temperature is .58.5°(I,RF amperage is

46 amps, Ar flow rate is 10 seem, 02 flow rate is 40 seem, and precursor concentration

is 4.0e-07 gmol/lit. There is a decreasing trend in the deposition rate with increasing

pressure. The increase in pressure at constant RF power results in a decrease in glow

discharge intensity. The fall in deposition rate implies that a higher RF power is

needed at higher pressm_s to avoid the drop in deposition rate.

The effect of precursor concentration on the deposition rate is given in Fig 5.4.

The precursor concentration is controlled by varying the sublimator temperature,

while the other process variables are held constant: deposition temperature is 505°(',,

RF amperage is 37.5 amps, Ar flow rate is 10 seem, 02 flow rate is 40 seem, and

pressure is 0.330 torr. The deposition rate increases with an increase in precursor

concentration. At low precursor concentrations, the increase in deposition rate is

not significant. At high precursor concentrations, the deposition rate is controlled by

the reactant supply, in other words, the mass transport of reactants to the bound.

ary layer surrounding the substrate controls the deposition rate. At low precursor

concentration, the mass transport across the boundary layer controls the deposition

rate.

The deposition efficiency defined here is geometry dependent. The amount of

precursor sublimed in a run is used to calculate the stoichiometric equivalent of the
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expected deposit. The expected amount of deposit is then ratioed with the real

amount of deposit to get the deposition efficiency. The deposition efficiencies in

horizontal reactors are in the range of 1.,5 to 2% for a precursor concentration range

of le-07 to 7e-07 gmol/lit.

Resistively Heated System With a Vertical Reactor

The effect of deposition temperature in the range 200 - 4000( ', at two different

precursor concentrations on deposition rate is given in Fig 5.5. The other process

conditions are held constant: Ar flow rate is 10 seem, 02 flow rate is 40 seem, RF

amperage is 45 amps, and system pressure is 0.44 torr. The deposition temperature

and precursor concentration interact to influence the deposition rate. This can be

seen from the different levels of increase of deposition rate at different temperatures

for an increase in precursor concentration. The effect of deposition temperature on

the deposition rate is dependent on the level of precursor concentration.

The influence of RF amperage and system pressure on deposition rate is given

in Fig 5.6. The other process conditions are held constant: deposition temperature is

300°(',, Ar flow rate is 10 seem, 02 flow rate is 40 seem, and precursor concentration

is 3.5e-07 gmol/lit. The deposition rate increased for a decrease in system pressure.

The deposition rate is maximum at 80 RF amps. There is no deposition in the

absence of RF power.

The effect of precursor concentration on deposition rate and deposi _ion efficiency

is given in Fig 5.7. The other process conditions are held constant: deposition tem-

perature is 200°(',, Ar flow rate is 10 seem, 02 flow rate is 40 seem, RF amperage

is 45 amps, and system pressure is 0.44 tort. The trend exhibited by the precursor
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concentration is the same as in the inductively heated horizontal reactor. The depo-

sition rate increases wittt precursor concentration. The deposition efficiency in this

system was dependent, on the deposition rate. At low precursor concentrations, the

deposition efficiency is high. The deposition efficiency tapers from 30 to 10 % for

an increase in deposition rate. A compromise on the deposition rate or efficiency is

made in most circumstances.

Statistical Design

Statistical design ,;,_"depositions has been used earlier to identify the significant

process variable interactions in PECVD thin films of SiaN4 [82], and MoO3 [49]. The

statistical design is a practical method to analyze the process variable dependence

of the response for a particular geometry in the range of process variables analyzed.

The influence on deposition rate of process conditions, in PECVD ZrO2 thin fihns,

has not been determined earlier. This is the first documented attempt to study ZrO2

thin fihn deposition rate in an inductively coupled PECVD system by a statistical

design. A factorial design is used to model the deposition rate based on the significant

process conditions and their interactions. The process variable levels in the factorial

design are listed in Table 5.1. It must be noted that the 02 flow rate, Ar flow rate,

and deposition time are held constant. A 24 factorial design with 4 replicates at

the center point is used. The process variable levels are listed in Table 5.2. The

deposition conditions and the responses are tabulated in Tabke 5.3.

It should be noted that the orientation of the films used in the statistical &sign

are different This statistical design is also used to study the relative (h00) orienta-

tion, R(h00/, of the annealed fihns as response. The details of the design for relative
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Table 5.1: Process variable levels in the statistical design

Variable levels ITnit

Deposition temperature 300,350,400 _'('
P ressure 0.390,0.415,0.440 tort

RF amperage 60,80,100 amp
Precursor concentration 9.95e-08,2.7 le-07,4.42e-07 gmol/lit

02 flow rate 40 sccm
Ar flow rate 10 sccm

[ Deposition time 30 rain

Table 5.2: A 24 factorial design with 4 replicates at the center point

Run Xl X2 Xa X4 [t
1 -1 -1 -1 -1

'2 +1 -1 -1 -1
3 -1 +1 -1 -1
4 +1 +1 -1 -1
5 -1 -1 +1 -1
6 +1 -1 +1 -1
; -1 +1 +1 -1
8 +1 +1 +1 -1
9 -1 -1 -1 +1

10 +1 -1 -1 +1
11 -1 +1 -1 +1
12 +1 +1 -1 +1
13 -1 -1 -1 +1
14 -1 -1 -1 +1
15 -1 -1 -1 +1
16 -1 -1 -1 +1
17 0 0 0 0
18 0 0 0 0
19 0 0 0 0
20 0 0 0 0
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Table 5.3: A factorial design of deposition conditions in PECVD of ZrO2 thin films

Run Depn temp Press R,F ('p_ec Depn rate Rh00
(°C) (torr) (amps) (gmol/lit) (g/m2h)

1 300 0.390 60 9.95e-08 1.0854 0.8970
2 400 0.390 60 9.95e-08 0.9868 0.8325
3 300 0.440 60 9.95e-08 0.8881 0.9715
4 400 0.440 60 9.95e-08 0.8881 0.6769
5 300 0.390 100 9.95e-08 0.9187 0.6471
6 400 0.390 100 9.95e-08 0.6907 0.3561
7 300 0.440 100 9.95e-08 0.9868 0.4906
8 400 0.440 100 9.95e-08 0.5921 0.4889
9 300 0.390 60 4.42e-07 1.9735 0.8915
10 400 0.390 60 4.42e-07 1.7762 0.7574
11 300 0.440 60 4.42e-07 1.5788 0.6748
12 400 0.440 60 4.42e-07 1.9735 0.5909
13 300 0.390 100 4.42e-07 1.9735 0.7546
14 400 0.390 100 4.42e-07 1.6775 0.7392
15 300 0.440 100 4.42e-07 1.0854 0.6612
16 400 0.440 100 4.42e-07 2.2696 0.4964
17 350 0.415 80 2.71e-07 1.2927 0.7256
18 350 0.415 80 2.71e-07 1.3324 0.6495
19 350 0.415 80 2.71e-07 1.4928 0.6894
20 350 0.415 80 2.71e-07 1.4595 0.7042
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(h00) orientation is discussed in the next section.

The process variables are standardized by Eqn 5.1 to Eqn 5.4 to represent the

levels-1, 0, and +l in the factorial design as in Table 5.2.

( Temp - 350°C)
Xr = (5.1)

50oC

(Pres - 0.415 tort)
..¥p= (,5.2)

0.025 tort

( RF - 80 amps )
-¥RF ----- (5.3)

20 amps

Xcp,,< = (Cprec - 2.71e - 07 gmol/tit) (5 4)
• 1.71e - 07 gmol/lit

Model Formulation

The deposition rate, Rd, was fit into a linear regression model by SAS, a statis-

tical software package. The initial model for R d included the 4 process variables and

10 interaction terms. There were only 4 significant terms at a 95 % confidence inter-

val in the model. The significant terms are the precursor concer_tration, interaction

of deposition temperature and pressure, interaction of temperature and precursor

concentration, and the interaction of temperature, pressure, and precursor concen-

tration. A linear regression model of the four significant terms was used to fit the

response, Rd. The parameter estimate, standard error, t-value, and p-values for the

significant terms in the model are tabulated in the analysis of variance Table 5.4.
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Table 5.4: Analysis of variance for the deposition rate model

Source Degrees of Sum of Mean F-value P • F

Freedom Squares Square
Model 4 4.0459 1.011.5 41.157 0.0001

Error 15 0.3686 0.0246

Total 19 4.4145

R 2 = 0.9165

Variable Degrees of Parameter Standard t-Value P > it t
Freedom Estimate Error

Intercept 1 1.34611 0.0351 38.401 0.0001

Xcp,,c 1 0.45446 0.0392 11.596 0.0001
XrXp 1 0.12526 0.0392 3.196 0.0060

XTX%,,c 1 0.11293 0.0392 2.882 0.0114

XrXpXcp_ 1 0.13377 0.0392 3.413 0.0039

Rd = 1.34611 + 0.45446Xcpr,¢ -t- O.12526XTXp (5.5)

+ 0.11293XTXcp,,_ + 0.13377XTXpX%,,_

The model is given by the Eqn 5.5. The R 2 value for the model is 0.9165. This

indicates that 91.65 % of variability in the data is predicted by the model. The F

value of the model is 41.157 which is an indication of the explanatory force of the

model. A model without any explanatory force at a 95 % confidence interval would

have an F(4.15) value less than 3._9.
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Model Adequacy

The addition of center points protects against curvature and provides an inde-

pendent estimate of error. The sum of squares of curvature is given by Eqn 5.6.

= (5.6)
r/, F q- n C

nF is the number of factorial design points, nc is the number of observations at the

center point (0,0), YF is the average of runs at the factorial points, and }_, is the

average of runs at the center points. A large (13"f -- Yc) indicates the presence of a

curvature. The mean square of curvature with 1 degree of freedom is compared to

error mean square with (no - 1) degrees of freedom to get an F value of 0.3868. This

F-value is less than F(00s.l.3) =10.]:3 indicating the absence of a significant curvature

at a 95% confidence interval.

The model adequacy is checked by the normality and residual plots. The re-

sponse, predicted, and residual values for the model are listed in Table 5.5. The

predicted value is subtracted from the actual response to give the residual. The

residuals are in the range of-0.3432 to 0.199 and all the normalized residuals are

within +2. There is no specific pattern in the residual values. The model (Eqn 5.5)

is adequate to explain the data variability.

Discussion of the Model

The deposition rate model for this PECVD system is only applicable for the

range of process variables studied and the geometry of the system. The precursor

concentration is the only non-interacting term, of the four process conditions studied,

in the model. The three interaction terms in the model, deposition temperature,
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Table 5.5: Residual and predicted values for the depositions

Run Experimental Predicted Residual
Rd Rd

1 1.0854 0.9961 0.0893
2 0.9868 0.7872 0.1996
3 0.8381 1.0131 -0.1250
4 0.8881 0.7702 0.1179
5 0.9187 0.9961 -0.0774
6 0.6907 0.7872 -0.0965
7 0.9868 1.0131 -0.0263
8 0.5921 0.7702 -0.1781
9 1.9735 1.9467 0.0269
10 1.7762 1.6545 0.1217
11 1.5788 1.4286 0.1502
12 1.9735 2.1725 -0.1990
13 1.9735 1.9467 0.0269
14 1.6775 1.6545 0.0230
15 1.0854 1.4286 -0.3432
16 2.2696 2.1725 0.0971
17 1.2927 1.3461 -0.0534
18 1.3424 1.3461 -0.0137
19 1.4928 1.3461 0.1467

I 20 1.4595 1.3461 0.i134

system pressure, and precursor concentration, are significant than the other process

conditions in the range of process variables analyzed.

The RF power term is absent in the rate deposition model. RF power is a

significant factor in a PECVD system and there be will be no deposition in the

absence of a glow discharge. This means that the deposition rate is not significantly

affected by the range of RF power studied, for the range of process variables analyzed.

The rate model is a function of deposition temperature, system pressure, and

precursor concentration. The deposition rate is plotted against the temperature and

pressure levels in the 3-D graphs shown in Fig 5.8 to 5.10, for the 3 levels of precursor
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concentration used in the model. The three way interaction of the variables makes it

hard to represent and interpret the model.

At a precursor concentration of 9.95e-08 gmol/lit (Fig 5.8), temperature has

an insignificant effect on the deposition rate The pressure has a slight effect on the

deposition rate; there is an increase in deposition rate for a decrease in pressure.

The deposition rate behavior at precursor concentrations 4.42e-07 and 2.71e-07

gmol/lit are shown in Fig .5.9 and .5.10. They both exhibit similar trends, but the

deposition rate at a precursor concentration of 4.42e-07 gmol/lit is higher. The effect

of temperature and pressure on deposition rate is dependent on the process variable

level. The deposition rate at a temperature of 300°C increased with decrease in

pressure from 0.44 to 0.39 torr, but, at a deposition temperature of 400°C, decreased

with decrease in pressure (0.44 to 0.39 tort). This also means that the deposition rate

increased for an increase in temperature (300 - 400°C) at 0.44 torr, but decreased for

an increase in deposition temperature (300 - 400°C) at 0.39 torr.

The general trends exhibited in the model agree with the OFAAT technique

results. The model predicts the highest deposition rate at a high precursor concen-

tration (4.42e-07 gmol/lit), high system pressure (0.44 tort), and high deposition

temperature (400°C). The statistical design enabled usto model the deposition rate

in the range of process conditions analyzed. The significant interaction terms were

determined. This gives us a better idea about the influence of process condition on

the deposition rate. The statistical design has been demonstrated as an effective tool

to identify the significant process conditions and their interactions.
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Orientation

Statistical Design

The thin film orientation has been found to be a complex function of the process

conditions and film thickness and in most instances, the influence of process variables

has been described qualitatively [83]. The qualitative description of process variable

effects on a response is often prejudiced. An attempt is made in this study to identify

and quantify the influence of the significant process variables and their interactions

on the film orientation. The fihns from the statistical design on rate of deposition

were annealed at 900°C for .5 rain and the relative (h00) orientation was determined.

The analysis on relative orientation was restricted to the statistical design and the

methodology was similar to the rate of deposition analysis.

The relative (h00) orientation, R(h00), of the annealed thin films of c_-ZrO_ in

the factorial design was quantified by Eqn 4.1. The statistical design was also used

to identify the significant process variables and their mutual interactions that af-

fect R(ho0). The process conditions and the relative (h00) orientation, R(h00), of the

annealed films for the statistical design are tabulated in Table 5.3. The response,

R(ho0), was fit into a linear regression model by SAS, a statistical software package.

The initial model included the process variables and the interaction terms. There

were 7 significant terms at a 9.5 % confidence interval in the model. A linear regres-

sion model of these 7 significant terms was formulated and the analysis of variance

for the model is given by Table 5.6.

The R(h00) model is given by Eqn 5.7. The R2 value for the model is 0.9527

and the F value is 55.67 indicating that the model has an explanatory force at 95%
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Table 5.6: Analysis of variance for the Rib00 ) model

Source Degrees of Sum of Mean F-value P > F

Freedom Squares Square
Model 7 0.42566 0.06081 55.67 0.0001

Error 12 0.01311 0.00109

Total 19 0.43876

R 2 = 0.9527

Variable Degrees of Parameter Standard t-Value P > Itl
Freedom Estimate Error

Intercept 1 0.6848 0.00739016 92.659 0.0001

XT 1 -0.0656 0.00826245 -7.943 0.0001

Xp 1 -0.0515 0.08262448 -6.235 0.0001

XRF 1 -0.1037 0.00826245 -12.545 0.0001

XpXcp,.,c 1 -0.0384 0.08262448 -4.649 0.0006

XRFXcp,, 1 0.0708 0.00826245 8.563 0.0001
XTXpXRF 1 0.0199 0.08262448 2.419 0.0324

XTXpXRfXcp_,e¢ 1 -0.0449 0.08262448 -5.439 0.0002

confidence interval. The model did not exhibit any curvature and the adequacy of

model was checked by normality and residual plots.

R(hool = 0.6848 -- 0.0656XT -- 0.0515Xp - 0.1037XRF (5.7)

-- O.0384XpXcp,.,¢ + O.0708XRf Xcp,,_

+ O.O199XTXpXRF - O.0449XTXpXRFXcp,,c

There are three significant process conditions in the model: deposition temper-

ature, system pressure, and RF power. There are four significant interaction terms

in the model: system pressure and precursor concentration, RF power and precursor

concentration, deposition temperature, system pressure and RF power, and the 4
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way interaction of the process variables.

R(h00i increased for a decrease in R F power at different precursor concentration

levels. R(hool is significantly affected by RF power at low precursor concentration

(Fig 5.11 to Fig .5.13). R(ho0) is predicted by the model to be 100% at low RF

amperage level (60 RF amps), low precursor concentration (9.95e-08 gmol/lit), low

temperature level (300°C), and high pressure level (0.44 torr). The experimental

R(ho0)for these conditions is 97% (Table .5.3).

It should be noted that the deposition time was held constant in all the statistical

design experiments resulting in films of different thickness. The thickness difference

can affect the relative orientation of the annealed films. The process conditions and

more significantly the film thickness have been found to affect the orientation of

sputtered MoS2 thin films [83].

Discussion of Results

The influence of process conditions on the deposition rate and relative orientation

of PECVD c_-ZrO2 thin films have not been investigated earlier. A statistical design

and OFAAT technique were used to identify the significant process variables and

interaction terms on the deposition rate. The orientation of c_-ZrO2 thin films and

their influence on film properties have not been investigated. A statistical design

was used to identify theprocess variables that significantly affect the relative (h00)

orientation of annealed c_-ZrO2 thin films for use in future studies. The stat;stical

design was demonstrated as a practical method to quantify the effect of process

variable and their mutual interaction on the response. This method contrasts to

providing a qualitative analysis of the significance of process conditions in previous
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studies [83, 32].

Conclusions

The statistical design was successfully used to quantify the rate of deposition and

relative orientation. It must be emphasized that the results are geometry dependent

and are valid in the range of process variables analyzed.
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CHAPTER 6. DEPOSITION KINETICS

Introduction

A variety of techniques including mass spectrometry, Raman spectroscopy, IR

spectroscopy, and gas chromatography have been used in insitu analysis to investigate

the kinetics of several CVD systems [77, 78, 79, 81]. The deposition kinetics of ZrO2

thin films by CVD of ZrC14 has been investigated [39]. The overall process kinetics

of ZrC,14-CO2-H2 to deposit ZrO2 thin films was controlled by the formation of wa-

ter as an intermediate. The dissocition of a/3-diketonate precursor for atmospheric

pressure CVD of Cu oxide thin films has been investigated [81]. The PECVD system

is complicated by the non-equilibrium nature of the plasma. The glow discharge dis-

sociation of the precursor, tetrakis (2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-3,5- heptanedionato) Zr, can

give a bewildering number of fragments. The intermediate species (radicals and ions)

from the precursor ionization that control the deposition kinetics of ZrO2 thin films

have not been identified. The transient nature of the ions and radicals in a plasma

has hampered the intermediate species identification. Inductively coupled plasma

mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) may hold the key to identifying the intermediates and

understanding the deposition kinetics [80]. This technique is still at an incipient stage

of development and can be used in future deposition studies.
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Formulation of deposition kinetics

The object of this study was to formulate the kinetics of resistively heated de-

position of thin films of amorhpous deposits, which are annealed to get ct-ZrO2. The

inductively heated deposition results are not used because of the confounding of depo-

sition temperature with RF amperage. The plasma chemistry in the PECVD system

is complicated. The following assumptions are made to simplify the analysis.

a) The complex deposition sequence in the PEC, VD system is simplified to a

two-step reaction: precursor ionization and product deposition, b) The precursor

is instantaneously ionized by the electric discharge. The deposition of the product

from the radicals formed by the dissociation of the precursor is considered to be

the rate controlling step. c) The intermediates in the plasma at different precursor

concentrations and temperatures are the same. d) The deposition rate is independent

of the surface coverage, rd is assumed constant throughout the deposition.

The deposition in a PECVD system is considered to occur as a two-step reaction

(Eqn 6.1)

A k_R_D (6.1)

where A is the reactant (precursor), R is the intermediate (radica!) , D is the product

(deposit), and kl and k2 are rate constants for the two reactions. The precursor is

instantaneously ionized to the radical, R, by the glow discharge. The deposition of

the product is considered to be the rate controlling step.

The deposition rate is formulated as in Eqn 6.2.

ra = ak2C_ (6.2)

where rd is the deposition rate of the product (g/m2h), C,A is the molar precursor
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concentration (gmol/lit), n is the order of the reaction, and k2 is the rate constant.

The stoichiometry of the deposition reaction is not known. The constant term _

accounts for expressing rd in terms of material deposited instead of the stoichiometric

equivalent amount of reactant. The rate constant is expressed by

-E

k2 = koe-a-e (6.3)

where ko is the frequency factor, and E is the activation energy.

Methodology and Results

The deposition rate at temperatures 200, 300, 350 and 4000( ', for precursor con-

centrations in the range of le-7 to 6e-7 gmol/lit are plotted in Fig 6.1. The other

process conditions in the PECVD system are kept constant. The RF amperage is 45

amps, 02 flow rate is 40 sccm, Ar flow rate is 10 sccm, and the pressure is 0.440 torr

for all the deposition results used in this study.

The effect of precursor concentration and deposition temperature on rate of de-

position is as follows:

1) The deposition rate increases for an increase in precursor concentration from le-07

to 6e-07 gmol/lit at a given deposition temperature.

2) At low precursor concentration, deposition rate is not affected by temperature

changes in the 200 - 350°C range, but is affected at higher temperatures.

3) At high precursor concentration, deposition rate is significantly affected by depo-

sition temperature throughout the range studied.

The slope of the log-log plot in Fig 6.1 gives the order of the reaction, n, and

the intercept gives the k value which are tabulated in Table 6.1 for four deposition
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Table 6.1: Rate constant and order at different temperatures

Depn Temp, °C k value rn order, n
200 83449.8 0.72

300 ,5377.6 0.55

350 2252.5 0.50

400 2096.5 0.48

temperatures. The order of the reaction is not constant and decreases from 0.72 to

0.48 as the k value decreases from 83499.8 to 2096.5, for an increase in deposition

temperature from 200 to 400 °C.

The kinetic results do not appear reasonable. The reaction order and the rate

constant decreases with temperature. There could be many possible explanations

for the abnormal behavior of k and n. The dissociation of the precursor could be

the rate controlling step (kl _ k2) at a low deposition temperature and results in

a high deposition rate. The deposition of product from the intermediate radicals

could be the rate controlling step at high temperatures (kl -_ k2) and results in a

low deposition rate. The rate controlling step in the deposition sequence may be

different at different precursor concentrations and temperature. A change in rate

control mechanism could be due to the formation of different intermediate radicals

and ions at different process conditions.

The deposition kinetics of P ECVD ZrO2 thin films by can be formulated only if

the intermediate radicals are known. The stoichiometry and nature of the reaction

in a PECVD system can be understood. ICP-MS might prove to be of use in future

kinetic studies of P ECVD systems.
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CHAPTER 7. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

General Conclusions

1) Amorphous ZrO2 thin fihns were deposited in an inductively coupled PECVD

system using a Zr/3-diketonate, Zr((',llH1902)4, as the precursor. The deposits were

air annealed at 900°C for ,5 rain to get pure, single phase, oriented, polycrystalline

a-ZrO_.

2) The feasibility of using 2 different types of reactors was investigated. The

inductively heated horizontal reactor depositions at 600°C, had a lower deposition

rate and the films were non-uniform in thickness with a columnar structure. The

resistively heated vertical reactor depositions at 350°C had a higher deposition rate

and the films were more uniform in thickness with a fine grained microstructure.

3) The statistical design was demonstrated as an effective technique to analyze

the effect of process conditions on the rate of deposition and relative (h00) orientation.

The factorial design was used to quantify the two responses in terms of the process

variables and their mutual interactions. The statistical design for rate of deposition

was found to correlate with the trends observed in classical design.
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Recommendations

1) A resistively heated alumina substrate holder capable of heating upto 70006 ! in

vacuum should be used in place of the Macor heater (capable of heating up to 450°(I)

in :he vertical reactor. This would result in uniform films at, a high deposition rate

with a columnar structure.

2) A pneumatic pressure regulator in the exhaust would make the system pressure

control automatic.

3) An exhaust pump rated with higher cfm can be used to increase the gas

velocity. This would give a broad range of gas flow rates at a lower pressure for an

investigation of the effect of gas flow rates on rate of deposition and film orientation.
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APPENDIX PRECURSOR STABILITY

Thernlal stability is an important requirement for the use of a precursor in

PECVD. The precursor, tetrakis(2,2,6,6-tetramethyl 3,5-heptanedionato)Zr, is non-

toxic, air stable, and decomposes to give non-toxic by-products. The fresh precursor

and the 'used' precursor 1 are characterized by XRD and LRS to determine the ther-

mal stability. The fresh precursor crystals are needle shaped. The 'used' precursor

crystals are spherical in shape.

XRD patterns of the fresh precursor and the 'used' precursor are reported in

Fig A.1 and Fig A.2. The d-spacings and the relative peak intensities of the fresh

and 'used' precursor are listed in Table A.1. The d-spacings of the XRD peaks in the

two patterns match well. The relative peak intensities of the two pattern are different.

The diffraction peak at 10.991 ._ is the strongest peak for the fresh precursor. The

intensity of the other diffraction peaks are expressed in % relative to this diffraction

peak for the two patterns. The diffraction peak at 9.608 /i, is the strongest for the

'used' precursor. The 'used' precursor diffraction peaks at 4.995, 4.518, and 3.820

._ are weaker than the fresh precursor. All the other diffraction peaks of the 'used'

precursor are stronger than the fresh precursor diffraction peaks. There is no reported

"The precursor from the sublimator that was heated up to the sublimation tem-

perature during deposition and cooled down to room temperature after deposition is

referred as the "used' precursor.
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standard pattern in the JCPDS data base.

The frequency levels of the Raman spectrum main peaks and the peak intensities

of the precursor are listed in Table A.2. The Raman spectra of the fresh and 'used'

precursor are shown in Fig A.3 and Fig A.4. The frequency levels of the Raman

spectrum main peaks and the peak intensities of the precursor are listed in Table A.2.

The vibrational frequencies and peak intensities of the two spectra are within the

spectrometer resolution limits (5 cm -1 ).

XRD and LRS of the fresh and 'used' precursor conclusively prove the thermal

stability of the precursor. There is no change in the d-spacing of XRD peaks, though

the relative peak intensities vary. The Raman spectra indicte no phase change.
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Table A.2: Frequency levels of the Raman spectrum of the precursor

• Frequency levels (cm -1 ) Peak intensity

85 strong

178 strong

190 strong

253 very strong
• 339 medium

403 medium

427 medium

509 strong
574 medium

615 medium

631 medium

682 weak

728 medium

740 weak

761 weak

795 weak

822 very strong
873 weak

936 strong

i 967 strong

i_ 993 weak
I

il 1022 strong1150 very strongk

i!,,, 1169 strong






